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Background

▶ Maybe 90% of rural land in Africa is not formally documented
and is largely held under customary ownership, which often
disadvantages women

▶ Governments seek to formalize land rights to promote both
efficiency and equity

▶ But limited evidence on how to get men to agree to share
land rights with their wives



Methods

▶ We conducted an experiment with 739 married couples from
170 villages in the Ankole region of Uganda (patriarchal
setting)

▶ These couples were offered assistance in obtaining a freehold
title for a parcel of land they held customarily in a
door-to-door intervention

▶ We cross-randomized the following conditions during offer
stage:
▶ Requiring presence of wife during discussion
▶ Providing information about benefits of adding wife’s name to

title (using short video clip)
▶ Making titling offer conditional on wife’s name being added to

title



Sample

▶ Sample is part of an RCT of a land titling intervention

▶ Average wife is 41 years old, and has 5 years of schooling

▶ Average husband is 7 years older, and has 1.3 additional years
of schooling

▶ Average couple owns 2.5 parcels of land

▶ 58% parcels purchased, 89% used for agricultural crops

▶ 65% (99%) of women (husbands) say they “own” the parcel

▶ 81% (57%) of women (husbands) believe a woman’s name
should go on land title



Stage 1: Presence of Wife Treatment

▶ Greetings and introductions

▶ First treatment stage takes place: we randomly varied whether
we asked to speak with the husband, or the husband and the
wife

▶ Motivation: empower the wife, increase visibility of husband’s
choices



Stage 2: Information Treatment

▶ All participants provided with factual information on benefits
and costs of freehold titling

▶ Second treatment stage takes place: we randomly varied
whether or not additional emotional information about
benefits to family of adding wife’s name to a title was provided

▶ Motivation: psychological salience, moral persuasion



Stage 3: Conditionality Treatment

▶ Team conveys offer to assist household in obtaining a freehold
title for a parcel of land at no cost

▶ Third treatment stage takes place: we randomly varied
whether or not the offer was made on the condition that the
wife’s name was added to the title

▶ Motivation: material incentive, no longer a nudge as it
restricts choices, a benchmark



Outcomes

▶ Participants decide: (i) whether to accept the offer; and if yes
(ii) whose names(s) will appear on the title

▶ Team returns later: first to adjudicate parcel, then to
demarcate parcel, and finally to deliver freehold title

▶ Participants asked to confirm/update their decisions during
demarcation and adjudication visits



Sample Size in Each Group
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Discussion

▶ Combined treatment caused 25.1pp reduction in share of
households choosing to title in both spouses’ names, rather
than in husband’s name alone

▶ One explanation is that the treatments induced husbands to
share land ownership rights with their wives

▶ Alternative explanation is that treatments induced households
least predisposed to do so to self select out of titling

▶ Adjusting for differential selection into titling by baseline
characteristics, using inverse probability reweighting, lowers
impact of combined treatment to 19.3pp (p = 0.05)

▶ This suggests that differential selection into/out of titling
accounts for nearly one-fourth of the total
combined-treatment impact on co-titling rates



Heterogeneity



Heterogeneity



Conclusions

▶ Results are important for the design of land titling programs

▶ They show the power of simple, low-cost choice architecture
changes in the way these programs are delivered in inducing
households to register land in both spouses’ names

▶ These results were accompanied by modest decreases in
overall demand for titling (among men who appear to have
chosen to solo title otherwise)

▶ As a benchmark, we found that conditioning the offer on the
wife’s name being added to the title did not reduce the titling
acceptance rate (precisely estimated null impact)



Appendix: Treatment-Control Balance


